Single LP Gas Systems
The Gaslow 500 series incorporates our patented Butane
and Propane gauges. This series comprises a unique range
of adapters, regulators and changeover systems for all
models of Boats, Caravans and Motorhomes - both new
and old.
The Gaslow is the only gauge that gives a visual warning
of low gas levels while your appliances are consuming the
gas. In addition it can quickly and easily check the
complete gas system for dangerous leaks.

Gaslow gauges are
ideal for gas barbecues
and patio heaters

2 good reasons why
you need a GASLOW!
Ever run out of gas
- YES!

Thought you could smell
gas - YES!

Have you noticed it always seems to
be at the worst time. It’s either
raining, in the middle of the night or BOTH

A potentially dangerous situation
and you have no quick and
reliable way of making sure
everything is safe.

That’s Annoying!

That’s Worrying!

Be sure... Be safe...Fit a GASLOW!
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Adapters - Single LP Gas System
Adapter Gauges
01-1605
01-1607

21.8LH Adapter Gauge - Butane
21.8LH Adapter Gauge - Propane

01-1610

Adapter Gauge - Propane

01-1605
Designed to fit all 4.5Kg cylinders and all other Gaslow
Adapters. To connect, simply screw your regulator or hose
into the back of the adapter and tighten with a spanner
01-1607
As above. Designed to fit Gaslow Refillables
01-1610
Designed to convert all existing Propane gas systems.
Simply screw your regulator or hose into the back of the
adapter and tighten the two together. You now have a
low level indicator and leak detector with the added
convenience of no longer needing a spanner when
connecting to a cylinder.

W20 Regulator Gauge
01-1615
01-1620

A single hose adapter with either a Butane or Propane
Gaslow Gauge fitted. This unit simply screws directly on
to your 30mbar caravan regulator before your hose
assembly.

Regulator Gauge- Butane
Regulator Gauge- Propane

Wall mounted Regulators - Single LP Gas System
This caravan regulator is a superior two-stage regulator
which can work with both Butane and Propane gas. It
has built-in over-pressure protection and switching
between different gas cylinders is achieved simply by
changing the high pressure hose or adding a Gaslow
adapter on to the W20 inlet. It is manufactured to
European standard 12867 which is now required for
caravans and motorhomes built to EN1949.

30mbar Caravan Regulator
01-1700

30mbar Caravan Regulator

8mm low pressure nozzle simply push your hose on to
the nozzle and secure with a
hose clip.

01-1680

LP Hose Nozzle

Two sizes are available allowing
you to take either 8mm or 10mm
copper directly from the regulator
into the van.

Used by foreign manufacturers, in particular Germany,
to connect the low pressure hose to the regulator.
This enables you to simply change a foreign regulator
which does not fit all the UK cylinders to a Gaslow
which does!

01-1681
1/4” ISO228 Left-hand screw fitting

01-1682
01-1682

8mm W20 with Test Point
10mm W20 with Test Point

Regulators - Single LP Gas System
Regulators - Cylinder mounted
01-1710

21.8LH Butane

Gaslow built directly on to a Butane 28mbar
regulator (01-1710) with 21.8LH connection which
fits directly on to 4.5Kg Calor cylinders.

Gaslow fitted to Camping Gas cylinder using a
01-1710 regulator on 01-1665 adapter

Gaslow fitted to 15Kg Calor cylinder using a 011710 regulator on 01-1670 clip-on adapter
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01-1720

UK POL Propane

01-1730

21mm Clip-on Butane

Gaslow built directly on to a Propane 37mbar regulator
(01-1720) which fits directly on to all sizes of Propane
screw-type cylinders.

Gaslow gauge built directly onto a Butane 21mm clip-on
regulator which fits the 7Kg Calor cylinder.
NOT 15Kg Calor cylinders due to small cylinder shroud.
(See below Image A)
Alternatively use a 01-1670 adapter with an 01-1710
regulator (B)

A

01-1740

27mm Clip-on Propane

Regulators - wall mounted
21.8LH Butane
01-1635B Reg with G3/8 Female outlet
01-1635B-1 Reg with LP Hose Outlet
01-1635B-2 Reg with 3/8” Compression Outlet
01-1635B-3 Reg with 5/16” Compression Outlet

B

Gaslow gauge built directly onto a Propane 27mm
clip-on regulator which fits the BP GasLite and FloGas
Patio Cylinders.
NOT Calor Patio Cylinders due to small cylinder Shroud.

Regulator with bracket to be mounted inside a marine
locker and a single high-pressure 0.45metre hose which
connects to the cylinder. For marine use, the regulator
must be connected directly to the copper piping using
either the 3/8” or 5/16” compression fitting.

Butane Hose fits Calor 4.5Kg Cylinder -see adapters for other sizes.

Propane
01-1650B Reg with G3/8 Female outlet
01-1650B-1 Reg with LP Hose Outlet
01-1650B-2 Reg with 3/8” Compression Outlet
01-1650B-3 Reg with 5/16” Compression Outlet
Propane Hose fits all sizes of Propane Cylinder

Regulators - wall mounted with remote
01-1810
01-1820

Electra Single Reg - Butane
Electra Single Reg - Propane

Designed for cylinder installations conforming to the
original British Standard.
This is the ultimate complete gas system including a
two stage with overpressure protected regulator and a
0.75m high pressure hose assembly complete with an
integral mounting bracket.
Outlet comes standard with a low pressure hose nozzle
but optional 8mm and 10mm compression fittings are
available for boat installations.
* Not for sea-going craft as the gauge will not withstand a harsh salt environment. In this situation, use
the standard window style Gaslow.
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